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Abstract
Security has become more and more important in our life according to
development. During the past years, the idea of security concerned bearing in
mind the process of evaluating computer structure, network and file, checking,
examining system information from various areas, observing and examining
both user and system activities to identify possible security violations which
include both intrusions (attacks from outsider) and misuse (attacks from inside
the organization ). Skills that are developed to assess the security of computer
structures or network is one of the most popular types of security management
structure for computers and networks which is defined as intrusion detection
system
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Back Propagation Neural
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The preservation of security has become more difficult by time because the possible
technologies of attack are becoming more superior. Equivalently, less scientific ability
is necessary for the beginner snoopier because the verified past methods are easily
right to use through the association. The central idea of defending the information
through the encrypted channel for data and also verifying the distinctiveness of the
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linked device through the firewall, which will not accept any connection with a
stranger, firewalls do not provide full protection for the system (Rung-Ching , KaiFan and Chia-Fen ,2009). In this way, it is expected to develop the system security
potential by coordinating with different instruments or interruption recognition
framework (IDS is not a trade for either a decent antivirus program or firewall). Since
it is actually difficult to make PC frameworks (Hardware and Software) with no
imperfection or security disappointment, interruption discovery in PC framework's
inquires about is particularly viewed as imperative. IDS is a defensive framework that
can distinguish scatters happening on the system. The methodology goes as
interruption discovery can report and control happened clutters through strides
including gathering information, looking for ports, controlling PCs, lastly hacking.
Along these lines, interruption discovery can report control interruption attack that
made out of stages gathering information, testing port, picking up PC's control lastly
hacking. In this paper, we think of some as various operators, each of which can
recognize maybe a couple DOS assaults. These specialists cooperate in a route not to
meddle each other. Parallelization Technology is utilized to build framework speed.
Since the composed specialists act independently and the aftereffect of every operator
has no effect on the others, we can run every framework on discrete CPUs (depending
on how many CPUs are used in IDS computers) to speed up the performance. The
reason of an Intrusion Detection system is not to avoid an attack, but only to
determine and perhaps detect the attacks and to know security harms in system or
computer networks and also to report it to the system administrator[5]. Intrusion
Detection system are for the most part utilized with Firewalls as their security
supplements. Discovery of irregularity outside-in traffics of the system and
announcing it to the head, or counteracting associated contacts is the other element
with IDS. IDS is fit for identifying assaults by both interior and outside clients [9].
Wang et al. have announced their thoughts regarding intrusion recognition and have
investigated diverse techniques for neural system. There are a wide range of keen
procedures for planning intrusion identification system, for example, Machine
learning, information mining, and fluffy sets which are partitioned into two gatherings
of Fuzzy set and Fuzzy peculiarity discovery, to say a few. Neural system calculations
are additionally partitioned into two gatherings of Supervised Learning and
Unsupervised Learning [14].

2. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM:
These days, Intrusion detection system is most unique and finishes parts of a system
observing framework. Intrusion detection system advancements generally are new and
guarantee us that we will do with a specific end goal to recognize organize
interruption that will offer assistance. Intrusion identification is the procedure in
which occasions and episodes on a framework or system observing and checking of
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the system or framework interruption is detected[1] . The objective of intrusion
identification is screening, assessing and announcing of system movement. This
framework follows up on the information parcels that have passed get to control
apparatus. Because of the unwavering quality impediments, inside dangers, and the
nearness of required uncertainty and faltering, the interruption counteractive action
framework ought to permit a few instances of suspected assaults to go keeping in
mind the end goal to diminish the likelihood of false discoveries (false positive). Then
again, the vast majority of IDS strategies are scholarly and utilize distinctive
procedures to identify potential assaults, interruptions and misuse. More often than
not, an IDS uses the data transfer capacity in a way that can continue acting without
making any impact on bookkeeping and system engineering. interruption
identification frameworks (IDS), are in indict of recognizing and identifying any
unapproved deployment of the framework, misapply or any harm brought on by both
interior and outer users[4] . Interruption location frameworks attempt to identify
oddity interruptions to the system by uncommon calculations which can be isolated
into 3 classes of abuse based, inconsistency based, and particular based. Examining
the client's conduct in the system, the oddity based framework can discover the
interruptions. In inconsistency based strategy, a list of ordinary conduct is made. An
anomaly might be an indication of an interruption. Files of ordinary conduct are made
in view of methodologies like Neural Networks, Machine Learning techniques, and
even way of life security frameworks. To recognize peculiar practices, ordinary
practices ought to be distinguished and some particular examples and tenets ought to
be intended for them. The practices which take after these examples are considered as
would be expected and occasions which demonstrate any deviation past the ordinary
insights of these examples are identified as anomalous. It's to a great degree hard to
identify strange interruptions, in light of the fact that there is no predictable example
to screen them. Generally an occasion which demonstrates more than two deviations
from the typical conduct is thought to be ordinary. As indicated by the fast extension
of systems over the previous century, framework security has turned out to be a
standout amongst the most essential issues in Computer Systems because of the
presence of holes in the greater part of the segments of assurance frameworks, for
example, FIREWALL frameworks. In the last past years, a few research were
proposed, created and intended to set thoughts in light of a few strategies to outline
frameworks interruption recognition to ensure the framework, investigate and expect
the practices of clients. Abuse interruption identification is the procedure that hunts
assault designs in the wellspring of information to distinguish examples of system
assaults by looking at current movement against the evaluated activities of an
interloper. Along these lines intrusion detection system (IDS) are utilized as auxiliary
PC frameworks defender to distinguish and evade illicit exercises or holes. The
intrusion identification issue is considered as an example acknowledgment, and the
fake neural system must be prepared to recognize typical and unordinary designs
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(DoS, Prob., R2L, U2R) [2]. Unfortunately, abnormal anomaly-based intrusion
detections and IDSs of this kind origin many false alarms (false positive) due to the
fact that the performance patterns of the users and the structure are very previous
attacks), unusual behavior detection methods can detect any kind of original attacks.
In misuse-based system, usually known as signature-based detection, pre-designed
intrusion templates (signatures) are stored as law, in a way that each template contains
different types of a specific intrusion and once a template of this kind appears in the
system, the intrusion occurring is alarmed. For the most part, in these techniques, the
locator has information bases of assault marks or formats and tries to identify designs
that are like those put away in its own information base. This sort of techniques can
identify known interruptions, and if new assaults show up anyplace in the system,
they are not ready to recognize them.

3. DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACKS:
Denial of Service (DoS) is a class of assaults where an aggressor makes some figuring
or memory asset excessively occupied or too full, making it impossible to deal with
authentic solicitations, along these lines denying honest to goodness clients access to
a machine . There are distinctive approaches to dispatch DoS assaults: Abusing the
PCs honest to goodness highlights. Focusing on the usage bugs. Exploiting the
framework's misconfigurations. DoS assaults are grouped in light of the
administrations that an aggressor renders inaccessible to genuine clients. An assault
utilized was Apache2, Back, Mail bomb, Neptune, Ping of death, Process table,Smurf,
Syslogd and UDP storm[2].

4. TRAINING ALGORITHM:
The training algorithm of back propagation involves four stages[14], viz.
1. Initialization of Weights
2. provide for frontward
3. Back broadcast of errors
4. Updating of the weights and the biases. During first stage which is the
initialization of weights, some small random values are assigned. During feed
forward stage each input unit (Xi) receives an input signal and transmits this
signal to each of the hidden units Z1………Zp. Each hidden unit then
calculates the activation function and sends its signal Zj to each production
unit. The production unit calculates the activation function to form the reaction
of the net for the given input prototype. During back propagation of errors,
each production unit contrast its computed activation yk with its target value
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tk to determine the associated error for that pattern with that unit. Based on the
error, the factor δk is computed and is used to distribute the error at output unit
yk back to all units in the previous layer. likewise factor δj is calculated for
each hidden unit zj..During final stage, the weight and biases are efficient
using the δ factor and the activation.
x: input training vector[14]
x: (x1, ……….xi,…., xn) t:
Output target vector t: (t1, ……….ti,…., tn) δk =error at output unit yk
δj =error at hidden unit zj
ά= learning rate
Voj= bias on hidden unit j
zj= hidden unit j wok=bias on output unit k yk= output unit k.
The training algorithm used in the back propagation network is as follows.
The algorithm is given with the various phases:

5. INITIALIZATION OF WEIGHTS:
Step 1: Initialize weight to little haphazard values.
Step 2: While cease state is false, do Steps 3-10. Step 3: For each training pair do
steps 4-9.

6. FEED FORWARD:
Step 4: Each input unit receives the input signal xi and transmits this signals to all
units in the layer above i.e hidden units
Step 5: Each unseen unit(zj, j=1,……,p) sums its weighted input signals.
z-inj=voj+Σxivij
applying activation function Zj=f(zinj)
and sends this signal to all units in the layer above i.e. output units.
Step 6: Each output unit (yk) sums its weighted input signals. y-ink=wok+Σzjwjk (3)
and applies its activation function to calculate the output signals. Yk=f(y-ink)
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7. BACK PROPAGATION OF ERRORS
Step 7: Each output unit receives a target pattern corresponding to an input pattern,
error information term is calculated as δk=(tk-yk)f(y-ink) (5)
Step 8: Each hidden unit (zj) sums its delta inputs from units in the layer above δinj=Σδjwjk (6) The error information term is calculated as δj=δ-injf(z-inj)

8. UPDATION OF WEIGHT AND BIASES
Step 9: Each output unit (yk) updates its bias and weights (j=0,…..,p) The weight
correction term is given by ΔWjk=άδkzj (8) and the bias correction term is given by
ΔWok=άδk (9) Wjk(new)= Wjk(old)+ΔWjk, Wok(new)=Wok(old)+ΔWok (10)
Each hidden unit (zj,j=1,…….p) updates its bias and weights (i=0,…..n)
The weight correction term ΔVij=άδjxi (11)
The bias correction term ΔVoj=άδj (12) Vij(new)= Vij (old) + ΔVij , Voj(new)= Voj
(old) + ΔVoj (13)
Step 10: Test the stopping condition. The stopping condition may be the minimization
of the errors, number of epochs etc.

Fig 1: Feed Forward Network
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8. FLOW CHART OF BP NETWORK

Fig 2: Flow Chart

9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
After executing the Program of Training of Neural Network specified in given section
values of y, W. W0, V, V0 are as under.
Y = 0.7593 0.9990 0.0949 0.9694 0.9234 0.1133 1.0000 1.0000 0.1660
0.8952 0.8883 1.0000 0.6756 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9569 0.0504
EPOCH = 990000
W = [ 69.7724
WO =

-92.1417 75.1616 ]

[ 5.7396]

V = [ -101.2418 -48.9699 238.5258 180.6523 215.8780
-305.1403 9.9378]
VO = [ 0.9382

4.7101 -1.8095

-0.1458 -245.0327
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The Graphical representation of Epoch and Error is as shown in fig.3 which is plot
between Epoch Number and Error. As we know, when iterations error between target
value and output value decreases which is clear from Fig. 3

Fig 3: Plot between Epoch Number and Error

Fig 4: Plot between Epoch Number and Output Value
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